
SOCIAL TEAMBUILDING

The place to be…together



A program like no other, focused on the 
experience of solidarity and the discovery 
of current and meaningful social projects, 
in an unusual and inspiring space in the 
north of Brussels.



A taylor-made program for 50 people : a 
different way of meeting your colleagues, 
where language is solidarity and the 
context is social need.  

A meaningful experience, the best way to 
create links among your team. 

An out-of-the-box day, from 8:30 to 
17:00 : a different though adapted space, 
social catering (breakfast and lunch) and 
surprising activities (in the house or in the 
neighbourhood). 

A choice of 6 different afternoon team 
builders in collaboration with local 
engaged and engaging associations or 
social projects.

WHAT WE PROPOSE ?

A great and 
constructive way to 
support our project 

too!



Proximus Digital Team, 18/12/2018

“Thanks for the great experience., 
thanks for everything, keep making 

the society a better place.”



               ASBL LABOLOBO VZW
LABOLOBO is a creative venue 
dedicated to creativity, interpersonal 
exchange and collective well being. 

Our non-profit association promotes solidarity between 
all generations in a urban context. 

Through the MA Project, we organise meetings between 
generations based on artistic and playful activities, in 
retirement & care homes and schools of the same 
neighbourhood. 

Our goals : 
• Fight the elderly’s isolation; 
• Value their social role through transmission; 
• Strengthen all social ties; 
• and change our perception about ageing.

What WE are and do ?
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1. reception with cloakroom 
2. kitchen and lavatories 
3. 1 large plenary room (70m2), perfect for: 

◦ +/- 50 people in theater set up 
◦ U-shape formation 
◦ a seated dinner for +/- 50 people in 

six round tables – 165 diameter 
◦ Cocktails for +/- standing 100 

persons 
◦  … 

4. 1 room of 24m2, perfect for breakout 
meetings 

5. 1 room of 16m2, perfect for breakout 
meetings 

6. All our rooms have natural day light and 
are acoustically just perfect 

7. Terrace
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7 The place to be…together



A PLANNING EXAMPLE…
8:30 - 9:30 Welcome@LABOLOBO - breakfast + Labolobo presentation 

9:30 - 12:30 Bussiness work moment   

12:30 - 13:45 Presentation L’ilôt  asbl + lunch 

13:45 Presentation teambuilders :  

1. MAexperience : intergenerational workshops in a retirement home with Labolobo team 

2. Co-design our office, with Design with sense 

3. Solidarity cooking at CABA Jette 

4. Tech for all : intergenerational experience through VR and technologie with 

5.  Professional re-integration at Rouf 2nd hand (Centre d’entraide de Jette) 

6. Reporters group : make the best documentary of the day, with 2nd to the right  

14:00 - 16:30 Teambuilding group work 

16:30 - 17:00  Wrap up and feedback @ Labolobo

Always taylor-
made planning…

we are all ears



Welcome breakfast : healthy and delicious 

Labolobo presentation : team and actions 

Plenary session : 
Theatre set for 50 people 
Beamer + screen 
Coffee, tea and softs

9:20 - 12:30@labolobo

Morning@Labolobo,  
the place to be…together 

MORNING 
PROGRAMM



Lunch with L’ilôt asbl

Pots de L'Ilot is a social catering service 
engaged in professional reintegration 
(homeless people mainly) which uses as much 
as possible local and organic products for its 
preparations. 
Enjoy your meal ! 12:30 - 13:45@labolobo



TEAMBUILDERS : 6 propositions, 6 small groups, strong experience…         

AFTERNOON 
PROGRAMM



1. MAexperience with LABOLOBO
Active participation at the workshops with kids in the home Castel : get a closer look to Labolobo’s daily work and experience what solidarity 
between generations means to us. 
Rickshaw rides in the parc with disabled seniors (if the weather is ok) 
www.projectma.eu 
www.tuktujette.eu 

14 - 16:30@home castel

http://www.projectma.eu


2. Solidarity cooking

14 - 16:30@cabajette

CABAJette is a solidarity grocery store : a place of support 
and social cohesion that encourages meetings, exchanges 
and personal emancipation. The objective is to provide 
food aid to disadvantaged citizens, thanks to the financial 
contributions of the community and private or institutional 
partners.  
www.cabajette.be 

Make a “solidarity soup” and bring it to RestoJet: social 
institution offering  food aid, socio-cultural animation and 
basic psychosocial support with the possibility of 
administrative support and / or guidance to beneficiaries 
who need it. 
www.restojette.be 

http://www.restojette.be


3. TECH for all

Intergenerational VR session with a group of elderly 
people part of Labolobo community.  

Be surprised ! 

14- 16:30@Labolobo

“VR is a simulated new frontier that can evoke a 
grandiosity recalling the Age of Exploration or 
the Wild West.” 
– Jaron Lanier.  

14h - 16h30

4. Reporters
Make the best storytelling documentary of the 

day :  you’ll get quality photo and shooting material 
and the help of professional film maker Julie De 

Clercq from 2nd to the right vzw. 

You’ll follow the other groups and give us your 
perception…Creativity, team work, reactivity and lots 

of fun ! 
  



Rouf 2nd Hand, a socioprofessional integration pole, is a shop of 
objects and second-hand clothes.  
The activities of "Rouf" range from the receipt of donations to sales, 
storage and finally, workshops sorting, laundry, ironing and sewing.

5. ROUF, 2nd hand

14 - 16:30@Rouf

Discover Design With Sense : a cooperative project 
for interior design and wood fabrication by architects, 
craftsmen and designers, convinced that the creative 
process must be human scaled and sustainable.  
Their practices: local supplies, eco-design, re-use, 
sustainable materials, immersion, collective 
intelligence and co-design. 
Design with sense puts the user at the heart of the 
creative process. 

Get involved in the re-modelling of your office : 
co-creation, participation and sustainable thinking 

www.designwithsense.be

14 - 16:30 @ Labolobo

6. Co-design

http://www.designwithsens.be


VZW LABOLOBO ASBL 
4 Firmin Lecharlier, 1090 Jette 
0547.971.014 
  
www.labolobo.eu 
www.projetma.eu 
info@labolobo.eu 
02 270 34 11 

Giulia Sugranyes : 0486 15 00 51 - giulia@labolobo.eu 
Steven Palmaers : 0474 49 75 30 - steven@labolobo.eu 

Contact us ! 

http://www.labolobo.eu
http://www.projetma.eu

